
 

Our Planned Maintenance Programs will maximize 

your equipment’s reliability, performance, and 

overall quality by ensuring professional routine 

maintenance and inspections are completed by our 

trained technicians. When equipment is exposed to 

regular workloads and usage, they are bound to 

have a decrease in effectiveness without proper 

care. If neglected, worn parts can lead to the failure 

of other critical components.  

At Ultratab, we offer customized maintenance 

programs to prevent equipment down-time when 

you need it most. To accomplish this goal, our 

trained technician will perform routine inspections, 

maintenance and repairs on your Ultratab machines 

as the manufacturer intended. 

We have learned that preventive maintenance 

reduces and eliminates unexpected issues by 

promoting optimal equipment performance.  

Getting your PM Program in place is a sure way to 

protect your investment. Keep your machine’s up-

time at its maximum, and efficiency at its peak with 

regular servicing and multi-point checks. Having the 

peace of mind knowing your equipment will always 

be in great working order is invaluable; leaving you 

with the ability to focus on running your business 

without any unexpected costs machine breakdown. 

 Maximum protection for your investment 

 Minimize downtime and risk for failures 

 Maintain high quality equipment performance 

 Reduce maintenance cost 

 Ensure accurate maintenance budgeting 

 Domestic support through Senbesta (CA) 

 Unlimited phone support 

 Preferred customer priority and scheduling 

 Comprehensive inspection of all parts and functions 

 Troubleshooting parts and identifying replacement 

parts before they are necessary   

 Squaring and leveling cutting table  

 Discounted rates for emergency services 

 10% Discount on all parts purchased during the plan 
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Our Preventive Maintenance program provides basic maintenance tasks such as cleaning components, troubleshooting, and tuning of the equipment. Parts 

may be purchased at a 10% discounted rate with existing service plans as necessary. We also implement proactive maintenance testing and inspections to 

identify and correct issues before they impact equipment reliability and longevity.  

With our Full-Service program, everything will be covered from cleaning and inspecting machines, lubricating moving parts to reduce wear and tear, 

adjusting controls for optimal performance, standard calibration, checking for abnormal pneumatic leaks, adjusting cutting heads, squaring cutting tables, 

ensuring table is leveled properly, troubleshooting and identifying parts that need to be replaced. Parts may be purchased at a 10% discounted rate with 

existing service plans if necessary. A comprehensive report of the overall condition of the machine will be provided. Unlimited phone support is included, 

along with preferred customer priority and preferred customer scheduling. Discounted rates for emergency service are available. This program is designed 

to simplify maintenance for the facility manager and cost less than the traditional, separate maintenance and repair services we offer. Our full service 

customers will be able to budget the cost of this program early on and wouldn’t have to worry about the added cost when a service call is necessary.  

Corrective maintenance and additional preventive maintenance services are also available when you need them with no service plan required. From routine 

maintenance to emergency repairs to specialty services to retraining, we have the expertise and resources to perform the services you need. Please contact 

our office for information.      

 

Let us help you implement a successful maintenance plan designed to meet your production needs.  
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